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MP Touch

MP Touch 2
A device to remotely control entrance gates from a single station
The MP Touch 2 is a device that allows the user to remotely control 
the Gunnebo Entrance Control product range from either a single or 
multiple locations. This could be a reception desk or security office. 
The full colour touch screen is used to change the operational status 
of the unit/s.

The main gate control features a scrolling screen, where you can 
select the desired gate or gates to change their operational status. 
The central area displays an image of the product and a padlock 
button is available to lock the controller to prevent fraudulent use.

The MP Touch 2 also provides useful reporting, including passage 
counts and time profiles for automatic gate mode changes. 

This product comes with a built-in web interface used to configure 
the system. It is possible to simply connect directly across the 
network, with a web-enabled device. There is no need for special 
connectors or software. This interface sets up the areas and gates 
that are seen on the MP Touch 2. 

The MP Touch 2 comes with a higher resolution 10” Screen allowing 
more information to be displayed on the screen.  A high specification 
graphics processor allows for intuitive and fluid UI design. This 

means it not only looks good, but is easy to use as well.

The screen is a capacitive touch screen which allows for a lighter 
touch and the use of finger gestures to control the UI.

KEY FEATURES

 � Modernised UI - intuitive fluid design
 � Sleek enclosure to suit any desk
 � Bigger clearer screen - no need for external display
 � Full control from anywhere in the world
 � Redesigned enclosure on ball mounted bracket.
 � Larger LCD display with capacitive touch screen.
 � RGB LEDs mounted under enclosure
 � RS485 control network, minimising cable routing
 � Small in-built UPS
 � Total passage counts for Entry and Exit.
 � Alarm Fault Monitoring
 � Time profiles for automatic gate mode changes
 � Web configuration interface
 � IP camera option
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The Interface Explained

TECHNICAL DATA

Main Gate Control

When the MP Touch is first started up , it will display this interface.
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1.  Area select, press this to select which area you want to control

2.  Gate selection, press the gate you want to set the state for

 - Also shows at a glance the entry and exit states
 - The bottom tab indicates which gate is selected
 - The tab will appear red in a fault or emergency situation

3.  Lock icon, this will take you back to the password and user screen

4.  On screen Emergency button.

5.  Multi- Select Icon

6.  Quick select icon
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Security Features

Pressing the Padlock Icon locks the screen, i.e. When the receptionist/security officer leaves their work station.

The interface will then change to the following key pad interface.

Entering the standard 4 digit PIN number here will unlock the screen back to the Main Gate Control.  

Entering the 6 digit administration password will take you forward to the administration interface.
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Security Breach

In the event of a security breach, the unit can override the current set up of the gates and lock all lanes. Also, 
selecting the unit and then pressing the Card icon will release each individual lane once the incident is cleared. 
alternativly you can press the emergency buttoon a second time to release all units.

Administration 

This interface gives access to more advanced features of the MP Touch 2.
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Time Profile

Time profiles allow the user to change the gate modes automatically based on matching rules to the current time 
and date.

Web Configuration Interface

The MP Touch 2 with a built-in web interface to configure the system. It is possible to simply connect directly across 
the network, with a web-enabled device. There is no need for special connectors or software. 

This interface sets up the areas and gates that are seen on the MP Touch 2.



Gunnebo security group supplies integrated security solutions for banking, retail and other sectors 
requiring high-security protection. Our experience and presence make your world safer.

For further information please visit: www.gunnebo.com

For further information please contact:

Business Area Entrance Control   Tel +44 1825 761 022
c/o Gunnebo Entrance Control Ltd  Fax +44 1825 763 835
Bellbrook Business Park   E-mail info.entrancecontrol@gunnebo.com
Uckfield  TN22 1QQ    Web www.gunnebo.com/entrancecontrol
United Kingdom

In pursuit of its policy of continuous refinement and improvement, Gunnebo Entrance Control 
reserves the right to modify design and details given in this material at any time and without 
notice. Images shown in this material are examples of installations and may not be indicative of a 
standard product.


